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RICHARD  111 AS  CROOKBACK ,
One of the few  contemporary references  to Richard as deformed is found in
the  York House Book  B7 (f.  39), in an account of  a  hearing before  the Council
of an afl'ray in  Goodramgate  in  1492.  The actual words  used  were  ‘  that  Kyng
Richard was an  ypocryte  and  crochebake’.  The last word has  usually been
interpreted to be crouchback or  crookback  (see this  Ricardian, p.21), the  natural
meaning in  this  context.  However, Mr. Thornton, a  York member  of the
Society (to  whom  I am indebted for a  copy of the  page  of the  York  House  Book),
has raised the  question  of another  meaning.  He points out  that  in  York, and
of course elsewhere, in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth  centuries, ‘  crowch  ’
was undoubtedly used as  a  synonym for  ‘cross’.  To  crouch  could  mean  to
sign with  a  cross, see the  Oxford English Dictionary under croche/crowch/
crouch. The word crochebake could thus be  intended  to  mean  crossback
in the sense of a man with  a  cross on his  back, perhaps  a  devout  man.  Such
an  explanation  was first raised by Caroline Halsted  in her  Richard  III (London,
1844, Vol. 1, pp.  102—3), using the  apparent parallel  of Edniund  Crouchback,
younger  son of Henry III. He was said by sixteenth  century chroniclers  not
to have  been  deformed at  all, but to have  been  called Crouchback from his  being
a  crusader, or from his being so dgvout, although  this  seems unlikely, and his
deformity seems  proven  (see  Oxford English Dictionary undercrouchback).
It is undoubtedly true that  ‘  crochebake  ’ could mean  a  man with  a  cross on
his  back  in the  late  fifteenth  century, and it is an attractiiIe  theory for the word
to  mean merely that  Richard was very devout. However; it does  seen'rrather
unlikely in this  context  since the whole  phrase  was  undoubtedly meant  to be
an insult. ‘  - -  ‘

RICARDUS DENTATUS .
As a final  footnote  to the  question  of Richard's  deformities  we  come  to  a
comment  by Major  William Bovill.  This  is in  connection  with the  statement
by John  Rous  that Richard was  born  with teeth and hair  (HistoriaHRegum
Angliae, Oxford, 1745, p.215), a  statement usually ignored  or dismissed with
scorn, Major.  Bovill points  out that it is not  unheard  of for  a  baby toheborn
with teeth  (not  a complete  set of  course,  but still  teeth),  that being born with
hair is  quite common, and  that  one  Hamon,  Lord_of Creully (killed in  1047)
was well  known  to have  been born  with both. He is  apparently known  to
history as  Hamon  aux  Dents, or  Hamon  Dentatus. What is  rather  strange is,
that through the Clares and the Mortimets he was an  ancestor  of Richard  III.
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